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GEnome-scale Metabolic models (GEMs) are powerful tools to predict cellular metabolism

and physiological states in living organisms. However, due to our imperfect knowledge of

metabolic processes, even highly curated GEMs have knowledge gaps, e.g., reactions may

be missing, and unknown gene products may catalyze known reactions. An algorithmic

approach to predicting missing reactions in a GEM is a crucial step of gap-filling. Despite

existing efforts of predicting missing reactions in GEMs, we still lack a method that is both

efficient and accurate. The majority of existing methods require phenotypic or taxonomic

information to predict missing reactions. Here we present a deep learning-based method —

CHEbyshev Spctral HyperlInk pREdictor (CHESHIRE) — to predict missing reactions of

GEMs purely from the metabolic network topology. We demonstrate compelling evidence

that CHESHIRE outperforms other topology-based methods in 108 high-quality GEMs.
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Furthermore, CHESHIRE is able to improve the prediction of fermentation products over

24 draft GEMs reconstructed from an automatic pipeline. Both the internal and external

validation results suggest that CHESHIRE is a powerful tool for GEM curation to reveal

unknown links between reactions and observed metabolic phenotypes.
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Introduction

As a mathematical representation of the metabolism for an organism, the GEnome-scale

Metabolic model (GEM) offers a comprehensive gene–reaction–metabolite connectivity through

two matrices: the stoichiometric matrix associating metabolites with their reactions; and the

reaction-gene matrix associating reactions with their corresponding enzymes and genes1, 2. GEMs

are powerful computational tools to predict metabolic fluxes in living organisms2, 3. Used alone

or integrated with high-throughput data, GEMs can produce mechanistic insights and falsifiable

predictions that progressively advance various disciplines in biomedical sciences4, 5, including

metabolic engineering6, 7, microbial ecology8, and drug discovery9. Recently, the rapid growth in

whole-genome sequencing data10 has triggered a surge in draft GEMs11, 12. Yet, these initial or draft

models generated by automatic reconstruction pipelines require comprehensive manual refinement

and validation13, 14 (a time-consuming curation step that also needs substantial expertise) that

involve, for example, finding missing reactions due to incomplete genomic and functional

annotations (a critical step of the so-called gap-filling procedure)15, 16. Therefore, the quality of

initial draft GEMs has a profound impact on the time spent on the manual curation, the refined

model quality, and ultimately its utility in biomedical applications.

A large number of gap-filling algorithms have been designed to tease out missing reactions

in draft GEMs17–20. Despite wide differences in their input data types, objectives, and algorithms,

they generally follow two steps: (1) find dead-end metabolites that cannot be produced or

consumed and/or some inconsistencies between the draft model prediction and experimental data
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(e.g., growth profiles); and (2) add a set of reactions to resolve the dead-end blocks and/or

inconsistencies18. Most of these methods are driven by advances in experimental techniques to

identify model-data inconsistencies17, 18. However, experimental data is not readily available for

non-model organisms (e.g., microbial species living in the human gut, many of which are not even

culturable under laboratory conditions21), thus limiting the utility of those tools. A few exceptions,

which are entirely topology-based and do not require a priori dataset, include (1) classical

flux consistency-based approaches GapFind/GapFill22 and FastGapFill23; and (2) state-of-the-

art machine learning approaches Neural Hyperlink Predictor (NHP)24 and Clique Closure-based

Coordinated Matrix Minimization (C3MM)25 (and its alternatives BoostGapFill26 and CMM27).

The former simply aims to restore the network connectivity based on flux consistency, while the

latter exploits advanced machine learning techniques to predict missing reactions28.

Machine learning approaches frame the prediction of missing reactions in a GEM as a

supervised learning task of hyperlink prediction on a hypergraph24, 25, 29, where known metabolic

reactions are used to predict the presence of additional reactions based on topological features of

the metabolic network in the GEM30. Note that metabolic networks or any biochemical reaction

networks have a very natural hypergraph representation. Compared to graphs where each link

connects two nodes, hypergraphs allow each hyperlink to connect more than two nodes31–33. In the

hypergraph representation of a metabolic network, each molecular species is a node, while each

reaction is a hyperlink connecting all the molecular species involving in it.

As two state-of-the-art machine learning approaches for missing reaction prediction, both
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C3MM and NHP have notable limitations. C3MM has limited scalibility and cannot predict unseen

reactions, since it includes all candidate metabolic reactions (obtained from a universal reaction

pool) in a matrix factorization-based method during training. While the neural network-based

method NHP can handle unseen reactions, it approximates hypergraphs using graphs with clique

expansion (i.e., replacing each hyperlink with a clique – a complete subgraph where all the nodes

belonging to the original hyperlink are connected with each other) in feature initialization, which

results in the loss of higher-order information. More importantly, both methods were benchmarked

against a handful of GEMs (lacking a comprehensive test) and were only internally validated using

artificial gaps introduced by randomly deleting reactions from input GEMs (lacking phenotypic

data validation, i.e., external validation).

Here we develop a new method called CHESHIRE (CHEbyshev Spectral HyperlInk

pREdictor) to overcome limitations of existing machine learning approaches. CHESHIRE takes

a metabolic network and a pool of candidate reactions as the input. It outputs confidence scores

for candidate reactions. For internal validation, we demonstrate that CHESHIRE significantly

outperforms NHP and C3MM in a systematic test of recovering artificially removed reactions from

the entire 108 high-quality GEMs in the BiGG database34. For external validation, we show that

CHESHIRE improves the predictability of metabolic fermentation products over 24 draft GEMs

reconstructed using a recent pipeline – CarveMe11.
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A brief overview of CHESHIRE

CHESHIRE is a deep learning-based algorithm that can predict missing reactions in GEMs using

topological features of the metabolic networks without any inputs from experimental data. For

a set of metabolic reactions (Fig. 1a) and its corresponding metabolic network (Fig. 1b), we

use a hypergraph (Fig. 1c) to present its structure, where each hyperlink represents a metabolic

reaction and connects participating reactant and product metabolites (Supplementary Information

Section 1). CHESHIRE requires the incidence matrix of the metabolic network as the sole input

for training. For the metabolic network of a given GEM, its incidence matrix (Fig. 1d) has boolean

values indicating the presence or absence of any metabolite in any reaction and can be converted

from its stoichiometric matrix by binarization of the nonzero values.

The learning architecture of CHESHIRE has four major steps: feature initialization, feature

refinement, pooling, and scoring (Fig. 1e). For feature initialization, we employ an encoder-based

one-layer neural network35 to generate a feature vector for each metabolite from the incidence

matrix. This initial feature vector encodes the crude information of topological relationship of

a metabolite with all reactions in the metabolic network. For feature refinement, to capture

the metabolite-metabolite interactions, we treat each reaction as a fully connected subgraph

and subsequently use Chebyshev spectral graph convolutional network (CSGCN) to refine the

feature vector of each metabolite by incorporating the features of other metabolites from the

same reaction. Compared with traditional graph neural networks, CSGCN can extract local and

composite metabolite features by exploiting Chebyshev expansion and spectral graph theory36. In
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particular, it utilizes K spectral filters (resulting in K channels), mathematically represented by

Kth-order polynomials of the subgraph Laplacian, to compress large-scale properties into coarse-

grained variables. For pooling (i.e., integrating node or metabolite features into hyperlink- or

reaction-level representation), we utilize graph coarsening methods to compute a feature vector

for each reaction from the feature vectors of its metabolites. We combine two pooling functions,

a maximum minimum-based function (as used in NHP24) and a Frobenius norm-based function37

to provide complementary information of metabolite features. Note that the norm-based pooling

is efficient at separating reactions in the reaction feature space37 (and we choose the Frobenius

norm among the others due to its low computational cost), while the maximum minimum-based

pooling reflects the topological similarities among all the metabolites of a reaction24. Finally, for

scoring, we feed the feature vector of each reaction into a one-layer neural network to produce a

probabilistic score for the reaction that indicates the confidence of its existence. Compared with

NHP which shares a similar architecture, CHESHIRE exploits a simple encoder35, a sophisticated

CSGCN36 and a practical Frobenius norm-based pooling function37 during training (Supplementary

Information Section 2 and 3).

In the following, we perform both internal and external validations (Fig. 1f and g) to show

the superiority of CHESHIRE over other methods in predicting missing reactions across a large

set of microorganisms.
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Internal validation of CHESHIRE using artificially introduced gaps in GEMs

We compared CHESHIRE with the state-of-the-art machine learning approaches NHP and C3MM

as they have been demonstrated to display superior performances over previous algorithms such as

Self Attention-based Graph Neural Networks for Hypergraphs (Hyper-SAGNN)38, BoostGapFill26,

and CMM27 in predicting missing reactions. We also included FastGapFill and Node2Vec-

mean24, 39 (referred to as NVM below) as two baseline methods. Note that NVM has a relatively

simple learning architecture that can generate metabolite and reaction features by Node2Vec (a

random walk-based graph embedding method that generates node features) and mean pooling

without feature refinement, respectively (Supplementary Information Section 2).

All the deep learning-based algorithms (i.e., CHESHIRE, NHP and NVM) require negative

sampling of reactions, i.e., creating fake (or “negative”) reactions during training, to balance

specificity and sensitivity of the trained model. Each negative reaction was created from an

existing real (or “positive”) reaction in the metabolic network by keeping half of its metabolites

(rounding is required if the number of metabolites is odd) and filling the other half with randomly

selected metabolites from a universal metabolite pool (Supplementary Information Section 3).

While negative reactions are not mandatory for algorithm testing, they allow richer types of

classification performance metrics for model evaluation. Note that C3MM and FastGapFill do not

require negative sampling of reactions during training. However, the former can handle negative

reactions during testing, while the latter requires all the testing reactions to be positive.

Below we performed two sets of internal validation based on artificially introduced gaps
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(i.e., removing some real reactions) from all 108 high-quality and manually-curated GEMs that

constitute the BiGG database34 (Supplementary Information Section 4). Note that for each GEM,

we removed the biomass, exchange, demand, and sink reactions, since they do not represent

knowledge gaps, and will not be considered in the gap-filling procedure. We used a threshold

score of 0.5 to determine whether an unseen reaction is true or false.

First, we evaluated the performances of all the machine learning approaches (i.e.,

CHESHIRE, NHP, NVM, and C3MM) in predicting missing reactions via four classical

classification performance metrics: the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve

(AUROC), Recall, Precision, and F1 score (the harmonic mean of Recall and Precision). The use

of these metrics (except Recall) require negative sampling in testing, so we excluded FastGapFill

in this set of internal validation. For all the algorithms except C3MM, we augmented the existing

positive reactions in each GEM by negative reactions in a 1:1 ratio and randomly split the

positive and negative mixture into 60% training (metabolic network to be gap-filled) and 40%

testing (unseen candidate reactions). For fair comparison, we also introduced negative reactions

(with 1:1 positive-negative ratio) to the testing set of C3MM. Tested on a total of 108 BiGG

GEMs, CHESHIRE achieves the best performance in all the classification metrics mentioned above

(Fig. 2a-d). Compared to the overall second best approach NHP, CHESHIRE has a significantly

higher level of Precision (P < 10−6, Wilcoxon signed rank test) and Recall (P < 10−18),

suggesting that CHESHIRE can recover the majority of true reactions without sacrificing its ability

to distinguish true from fake reactions. For all the performance metrics, the wide distributions

indicate that the performance of CHESHIRE (as well as other methods) is GEM-dependent, even
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though they are all high-quality models. The most easily gap-filled GEM is a reconstruction from

Phaeodactylum tricornutum CCAP 1055/1 (model iLB1027 lipid), where CHESHIRE is able to

achieve AUROC=0.92, Recall=0.89, Precision=0.82, and F1 score=0.86 on the testing set. Notably,

CHESHIRE is not sensitive to the threshold score, the negative sampling strategy, and the negative

sampling ratio in this validation, where its performance still prevails over the other methods

(Supplementary Information Section 5, Fig. S1-S3).

Second, to evaluate the robustness of CHESHIRE and other methods against the size of

training data, we varied the percentage of reactions (between 0.2 and 0.8) randomly removed

from metabolic networks. The remaining and removed reactions were respectively used as the

training and testing sets. We calculated the percentage of recovered reactions over a representative

subset of BiGG GEMs from four different species (Fig. 2e-h), including iAF1260b (Escherichia

coli str. K-12 substr. MG1655), iMM1415 (Mus musculus), iPC815 (Yersinia pestis CO92), and

RECON1 (Homo sapiens). Similar to the first set of internal validation, we augmented the positive

reactions by negative reactions in a 1:1 ratio in the training set for all the methods except

C3MM and FastGapFill. Since no negative reaction was added to the testing reaction set, we

included FastGapFill in this set of internal validation and replaced its default universal KEGG

reaction pool40 with the testing set. We found that CHESHIRE achieves the highest recovery

rate (>80%) for the four representative GEMs. More importantly, its performance is remarkably

stable across different reaction removal percentages. By contrast, the other machine learning

approaches (particularly C3MM) not only have much less recovery rates but their performances

start to decline drastically when too many reactions are removed. Consistent with a previous
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study26, FastGapFill ranked the worst with its recovery rates varying between 0 and 10%, and its

performance increases, rather than decreases, when more reactions are removed. Since FastGapFill

is not a machine learning-based method, a larger training size does not necessarily translate to a

better performance. In fact, the removed reactions, if not many, do not create blocked reactions

and dead-end metabolites due to network redundancy, and hence are not considered as “gaps” by

FastGapFill. This explains why its performance was lower when a smaller fraction of reactions

was removed as artificial gaps.

Taken together, the two sets of internal validation demonstrate that CHESHIRE outperforms

other topology-based methods and hence is more promising for predicting missing reactions in

draft GEMs.

External validation of CHESHIRE via phenotypic prediction

Compared to internal validation that tests the predictions by using artificially removed reactions as

the ground truth, external validation tests the predicted missing reactions from the current GEMs,

which is more challenging due to the lack of such ground truth data. Despite the difficulty to

validate each individual reaction predicted to be missing, we can validate them as a group by testing

whether adding these reactions together to the GEM can improve the GEM’s power in predicting

metabolic phenotypes such as fermentation. This test is biologically meaningful. After all, a major

rationale for reconstructing GEMs of microorganisms is to provide theoretical predictions of their

metabolic phenotypes41.
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To test whether our method can improve GEMs’ power of phenotypic prediction, we

designed a workflow that uses CHESHIRE to gap-fill draft GEMs (Fig. 3a, Supplementary

Information Section 6). Unlike conventional gap-filling methods which need fermentation data

to identify gaps, our approach is completely unsupervised without seeing any data during the

process of gap-filling. Briefly, CHESHIRE is trained on the entire reaction set of a draft GEM

and ranks the candidate reactions (taken from a reaction pool, e.g., the BiGG database34) by

their likelihoods of being present in the draft GEM. The top reactions in the ranking are added

to the draft GEM to produce a gap-filled GEM. Using parsimonious flux balance analysis42 and

flux variability analysis43, we identify inconsistent phenotypic predictions made between the draft

GEM and the gap-filled GEM and the inconsistency suggests potentially missing reactions in the

draft GEM. Particularly, for fermentation phenotypes predicted by the gap-filled GEM but not by

the draft GEM, the workflow uses Linear Mixed-Integer Programming to infer the reactions that

causally result in the hypothetical gaps. The model quality of the gap-filled GEM in predicting

fermentation can be evaluated by comparison with experimental data.

We applied the workflow to a compiled dataset including fermentation profiles of 9

metabolites from 24 bacterial organisms (Supplementary Information Section 4, Table S1) grown

under anaerobic conditions12. The draft GEMs of those organisms were reconstructed using a

recent automatic reconstruction pipeline CarveMe11. Given that the BiGG universal reaction pool

has more than 10,000 reactions (Supplementary Information Section 4), a very stringent threshold

of 0.99999 may still predict thousands of reactions as missing reactions, depending on the draft

GEMs (Fig. S4). This is expected because the number of reactions with similar biochemistry
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mechanisms and nearly identical confidence scores scale up with the size of candidate reaction

pool. Instead of using a fixed cutoff score, we therefore gap-fill GEMs by adding the top 200

or 500 reactions with the highest confidence scores. For any reaction causing energy-generating

cycles (EGCs)44, the reaction was included if EGCs can be eliminated by changing its flux bounds

and otherwise skipped (Supplementary Information Section 6).

As mentioned above, the external validation evaluates model performance by formalizing a

classification or prediction problem of fermentation profiles. This is different from the internal

validation which classifies presence and absence of reactions directly. Using the same set of

classification performance metrics (AUROC, Recall, Precision, and F1 score), we compared four

different groups of models: the original GEMs reconstructed from CarveMe (CarveMe), gap-filled

GEMs by adding top 200 or 500 reactions predicted by CHESHIRE and NHP (CHESHIRE-

200/500 and NHP-200/500), and gap-filled GEMs by randomly adding 500 reactions from the

universal BiGG reaction pool (Random-500). FastGapFill and NVM were not included here due

to their poor performances in internal validation. C3MM was not considered either, because it

requires infeasible computational time for such a large candidate reaction pool (with 17,298

reactions).

We first observed a high variability across the draft CarveMe models to predict fermentation

profiles (Fig. 3b-i, gray dots): a few models correctly predicted all phenotypes but some others

failed to predict any. Second, adding 200 or 500 NHP-predicted reactions barely improves the

phenotypic predictions and the improvement is even worse than that after randomly adding 500
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reactions (Fig. 3b-e). To the contrary, by adding 200 or 500 CHESHIRE-predicted reactions in the

CarveMe draft models, the mean performances significantly increase (Fig. 3f-i, Fig. S5). We further

demonstrated that the improved performance is not simply due to more reactions by showing

significantly better performances between CHESHIRE-500 and Random-500. The randomly added

500 reactions did improve the phenotypic predictions, but the level of improvement is similar to

that after adding the top 200 CHESHIRE-predicted reactions.

To understand how CHESHIRE gap-fills the GEMs, we compared the model predictions

between CHESHIRE-500 and CarveMe on a per GEM and per metabolite basis. CHESHIRE-500

improves the F1 score for 19 of the 24 draft GEMs. Among the rest five GEMs, CHESHIRE-

500 achieved zero F1 scores (Fig. 3i) on two GEMs (Anaerobutyricum hallii DSM 3353 and

Zymomonas mobilis subsp. mobilis ATCC 10988) where each produces a single metabolite

but CHESHIRE failed to gap-fill. Compared across the 9 fermentation metabolites, the biggest

improvement of CHESHIRE over CarveMe draft models was observed on acetic acid followed

by lactic acid. CHESHIRE increases the correct predictions of acetic acid phenotype from 8

to 22 of the 24 draft GEMs. The gap-filling guided by CHESHIRE corrected 15 false-negative

predictions by adding a single acetic acid transport reaction between intracellular and extracellular

or periplasm space via proton symporter (e.g., Prevotella bergensis DSM 17361, see Fig. 3j).

This is not surprising as the poor performance of draft GEMs is mostly due to poor annotation of

transporter genes45–47. Notably, the acetic acid transport reaction is not unique. We found that the

citrate/sodium symporter, which does not involve acetic acid molecule, can rescue the phenotype

of acetic acid production in the GEM of Enterococcus faecalis ATCC 19433 by coupling with a
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citrate/acetate antiporter identified by the CarveMe pipeline. For another short-chain fatty acid–

butyric acid, CHESHIRE corrected two false-negatives for Eubacterium rectale ATCC 33656 and

Clostridium butyricum KNU-L09 by adding a reaction from butyryl-CoA to butyrate (Fig. 3k).

CHESHIRE can also identify false-positive predictions. For example, the draft GEM of

Anaerobutyricum hallii has positive maximum flux of lactate production at fastest growth, while

experimental data shows no production. By contrast, lactate consumption, rather than production, is

preferred by the gap-filled GEM which incorporates 500 CHESHIRE-predicted reactions because

these reactions facilitate lactate utilization and increase the maximum growth rate. We further

found that the efficient use of lactate for faster growth of the gap-filled GEM is enabled by two

NAD(P)H-mediated redox reactions that do not directly facilitate lactate uptake (Fig. 3l). Since

lactate utilization reduces NAD+ to NADH (oxidized and reduced forms of nicotinamide adenine

dinucleotide) and both reactions involve NAD+ or NADP+ (phorsphorylated form of NAD+), we

hypothesize that the two reactions overcome the redox imbalance in the lactate metabolism of

the draft GEM. This example shows that CHESHIRE can identify missing reactions that have

consequences on distant fermentation pathways via a global, systematic effect.

Discussion

GEM gap-filling has been long considered as a process of fitting a GEM to observed data48. This

problem is typically formulated by a mixed-integer linear programming that minimizes the number

of added reactions under the constraint that the observed phenotypes are satisfied. Therefore, the
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majority of GEM gap-filling algorithms falls short of predicting metabolic gaps in both network

connections and functions without knowing experimental phenotypes a priori. FastGapFill, as

one of a few exceptions, fits a specific task of gap-filling to resolve dead-ends and blocked

reactions23. Both our (Fig. 2e-h) and previous studies26, 49, 50 have shown that FastGapFill exhibits

a poor performance in filling artificially introduced gaps. Although gap-filling with experimental

data is critically important, it is limited to understanding the gene-reaction-phenotype mappings

in conditions where the data was measured. The environmental conditions are combinatorially

complex; as a theoretical tool, the primary purpose of GEMs is to rapidly offer theoretical

predictions of metabolic activities over a large array of environmental conditions where data has

not been measured.

We therefore present a new approach, CHESHIRE, which uses deep learning techniques

to predict missing reactions in GEMs solely based on network topology. It is completely

unsupervised without using any phenotypical data. The performance of CHESHIRE has been

rigorously examined through both internal and external validations over GEMs of a large set of

microorganisms. Compared to previous gap-filling algorithms, CHESHIRE adopts the concept

of hypergraphs with advanced graph convolutional networks to accurately learn the geometrical

patterns of metabolic networks and predict missing metabolic reactions without inputs from any

experimental data. To this end, CHESHIRE meets the demand by efficiently curating GEMs to

improve in silico predictions of missing metabolic reactions and functions, which can be readily

tested by in vitro experiments. Despite CHESHIRE is purely topology-based, it has a flexible

architecture that can potentially incorporate metabolomics data to further boost the gap-filling
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performance. For example, CHESHIRE can be trained on the incidence matrix of metabolite

correlation-based networks alone or jointly with reaction-based GEMs to predict novel, yet

unidentified, metabolic pathways51.

A highlight of our study is that we benchmarked our approach using fermentation data in

addition to artificially introduced gaps. To the best of our knowledge, this benchmark has not

been performed for previous unsupervised topology-based gap-filling algorithms. The task of

improving metabolic phenotype prediction is generally more challenging than correctly identifying

missing metabolic reactions: metabolic networks are highly connected and a missing phenotype

may be due to the absence of multiple reactions. Despite the challenge, we show that CHESHIRE

improves the prediction of fermentation products over 24 bacterial organisms based on draft GEMs

reconstructed from one of the three mostly used automatic pipelines, i.e., CarveMe11. We selected

CarveMe because: (1) the generated draft GEMs have higher quality than those generated by

ModelSeed52; and (2) Gapseq12, the most recent pipeline, has an innate gap-filling tool using a

filtered pool of candidate reactions supported by genetic evidences. Although a fair comparison

between CHESHIRE and Gapseq is very difficult to establish, Gapseq points out a promising

direction to further improve gap-filling-based GEM curation by integrating the existing automatic

reconstruction pipelines with the standalone deep learning-based gap-filling tools. The integration

would allow substantial reduction of candidate reactions for gap-filling from a reaction universe

to a small subset of those supported by homology-based search. Indeed, 11% (>1,000) reactions

from the BiGG universal reaction pool have confidence scores at least 99.9% on average across all

24 GEMs (Fig. S4). In the future, we foresee the integration of CHESHIRE and other metabolic
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network gap-filling tools to fully automate the gap-filling step of GEM refinement.
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Fig. 1: Brief summary of CHESHIRE workflow. a. Examples of metabolic reactions. b. Schematic

representation of a metabolic network. c. Hypergraph representation of the metabolic network.

The hypergraph is undirected where each hyperlink connects metabolites that participate the same

reaction. d. Incidence matrix of the hypergraph shown in (a). Each value of the incidence matrix

is a boolean variable indicating whether the metabolite on the row participates in the reaction on

the column. e. Deep learning architecture of CHESHIRE during training. The deep neural network

consists of an encoder layer that takes the incidence matrix as the only input, a Chebyshev spectral

graph convolutional layer with K filters (resulting in K channels), a pooling layer with two pooling

functions, and a final scoring layer. The grey disks represent the hidden neurons, and the output

confidence scores show the probabilities of given reactions that have been missed by the input

metabolic network. f. Schematic illustration of internal validation. We tested model performance

by predicting the gaps artificially created in GEMs. g. Schematic illustration of external validation.

We identified gaps of intact draft GEMs by comparing model predictions with phenotypic data.
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Fig. 2: Internal validation using artificially introduced gaps. a-d. Boxplots of the performance

metrics (AUROC, Recall, Precision, and F1 score) calculated on 108 BiGG GEMs (each dot

represents a GEM) for CHESHIRE vs. NHP, C3MM, and NVM. e-h. Reaction recovery rate

of CHESHIRE vs. NHP, C3MM, NVM, and FastGapFill for gap-filling the four selected BiGG

GEMs. For all the panels, reactions were removed at random from the GEMs and treated as unseen

reactions in the testing set. Each data point represents the mean statistic over 10 Monte Carlo runs.

Error bars: standard error of the mean. Wilcoxon signed rank tests: ***P < 10−6; ****P < 10−18.
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Fig. 3: External validation by predicting fermentation product profiles. a. Flowchart of external

validation. The predicted fermentation profiles from CHESHIRE-gapfilled GEMs are validated

by comparison to experimental observation. For fermentation phenotypes correctly predicted

by gap-filled GEMs but missed by draft GEMs, we also identify the causal reactions from

CHESHIRE-predicted set that improve the phenotypic prediction using Linear Mixed-Integer

Programming (LMIP). b-i. Model performance (AUROC, Recall, Precision, and F1 score) tested

on 24 GEMs (each dot represents a GEM) gap-filled by NHP (b-e) and CHESHIRE (f-i).

“CarveMe” represents the draft models reconstructed from CarveMe. “NHP-200/CHESHIRE-

200” and “NHP-500/CHESHIRE-500” represent draft models plus 200 and 500 reactions predicted

by NHP/CHESHIRE, respectively. For “Random-500”, 500 reactions randomly selected from

the universal reaction pool were added to the draft models and each dot averaged over three

Monte Carlo runs. Boxplot: central line represents the median, box limits represent the first

and third quartiles, and whiskers extend to the smallest and largest values or at most to 1.5×

the interquartile range, whichever is smaller. Wilcoxon signed rank tests: n.s., not significant;

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. j-l. Examples of CHESHIRE-predicted reactions (red

arrows) that causally gap-fill the observed phenotypes of acetate (j), butyrate (k) and lactate (l)

fermentation. Note that the two reactions in panel-l are not involved in the lactate metabolism

but have consequences on the lactate fermentation via a systemic effect of redox coupling. Black

arrows represent reactions in the draft GEMs and gray circles represent cofactors. Abbreviations

of cofactors: adenosine triphosphate (ATP); adenosine phosphate (AMP); inorganic pyrophosphate

(PPi); Coenzyme A (CoA); oxidized/reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+/NADH);

oxidized/reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP+/NADPH).
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